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► IHS Jane's all the world's aircraft : development
& production 2018-2019 / edited by Paul Jackson,
Lindsay Peacock, Compiler: Susan Bushell,David
Willis & Jim Winchester.
Coulsdon, Surrey, UK : Jane's Information Group Ltd.,
2018 [42], 1074 pages :color illustrations ; 33 cm
IHS Jane's All the World's Aircraft: Development &
Production provides exhaustive technical details of
manned civil and military aircraft currently in
development or production around the world. IHS
Jane's All the World's Aircraft: Development &
Production delivers a comprehensive view of civil and
military manned air platforms in development or
production around the world, providing A&D
businesses with the market intelligence that drives
successful business development, strategy and product
development activity, and military and security
organizations with the critical technical intelligence that
they need in order to develop and maintain an effective
airborne capability advantage.
► IHS Jane's all the world's aircraft : In service
2018-2019 / editor by Jamie Hunter
Coulsdon, Surrey, UK : Jane's Information Group Ltd.,
2018 [18], 575 pages : color illustration ; 35 cm
Jane's all the world's aircraft : in service contains full
type descriptions of commercial and military aircraft,
both fixed-and rotary-wing, that are no longer in
production or are coming to end of their production
cycles, but are still in operational service worldwide.
The title has two section 1)Aircraft and 2)Contractors.
Both section is organised alphabetically by company,
containing information on aircraft and their associated
upgrades, conversions and modifications. It contains
details of airframe manufacturers as well as companies
that offer retrofit packages to upgrades, convert, modify
and refurbish aircraft.
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► IHS Jane's all the world's aircraft : unmanned
2018-2019 / edited by Martin Streetly and Beatrice
Bernardi.
Coulsdon, Surrey, UK : Jane's Information Group Ltd.,
2018 [22], 502 pages. : color illustrations ; 33 cm
This title is designed to describe both the airbone and
the ground-based elements of the principal unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV) and aerial target systems known
to be currently under development, in production
and/or in service worldwide. The title is divided into
four products section. Unmanned aerial vehicles is the
major section which covers UAVs of every size and type
, lighter than air systems. Aerial targets- including
ballistic and towed targets. Control and communication
: coverage in this section ranges from dedicated,
customised complete ground control stations to
individuals elements thereof such as remote video
terminals and datalinks.
► IHS Jane's c4isr & mission systems : air 20182019 / Giles Ebbutt, Hugh Griffith, Martin Street, MN
Wasif & John Williamson
Coulsdon, UK : Jane's, 2018-. [38],
1265 pages. : some color illustrations ; 33 cm.
This new grouping of content draws together all
relevant entries from across the IHS Jane's databases to
deliver the most comprehensive and complete opensource overview of C4ISR equipment available
anywhere in the world. The move to this new structure
is part of a wider project to reorganise all of the IHS
Jane's reference material in to more consistent and
logical offerings that simplify navigation , as well as
enabling users to view equipment by type (Platform,
Weapon or System) or by domain (Air, Land, Sea or
Joint), depending on requirements.
► IHS Jane's c4isr & mission systems : joint &
common equipment 2018-2019 / Giles Ebbutt,
Michael J Gething & John Willliamson.
Coulsdon, UK : Jane's, 2018-[34],
714 pages. : some color illustration ; 33cm
This new grouping of content draws together all
relevant entries from across the IHS Jane's databases to
deliver the most comprehensive and complete opensource overview of C4ISR equipment available
anywhere in the world. The move to this new structure
is part of a wider project to reorganise all of the IHS
Jane's reference material in to more consistent and
logical offerings that simplify navigation , as well as
enabling users to view equipment by type (Platform,
Weapon or System) or by domain (Air, Land, Sea or
Joint), depending on requirements.
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► IHS Jane's c4isr & mission systems : land 20182019/ Giles Ebbutt, Hugh Griffith, MN Wasif & John
Williamson.

►
IHS Jane's land warfare platform : logistics,
support & unmanned 2018-2019 / Shaun C.
Connors, Melaine Rovery & Jon Hawkes.

Coulsdon, UK : Jane's, 2018-.
[38], 1459 pages. : some color illustrations ; 33cm.

Coulsdon : IHS Jane's, IHS Global, 2019.
[20], 1528 pages : illustrations (some colors) ; 33 cm

This new grouping of content draws together all
relevant entries from across the IHS Jane's databases to
deliver the most comprehensive and complete opensource overview of C4ISR equipment available
anywhere in the world. The move to this new structure
is part of a wider project to reorganise all of the IHS
Jane's reference material in to more consistent and
logical offerings that simplify navigation , as well as
enabling users to view equipment by type (Platform,
Weapon or System) or by domain (Air, Land, Sea or
Joint), depending on requirements.

This publication is divided into four titles product
sections, Armoured fighting vehicles, artillery & sir
defence, logistics support & unmanned and lastlu
system upgrades. All product entries are listed within
each section or subsection by country of manufacturer
or prime contractor. The publication is completed by an
alphabetical listing of manufacturers (including contact
details) and separate indexes for equipement by
manufacturer and product name.

► IHS Jane's c4isr & mission systems : maritime
2017-2018 / Commander David Ewing, Commader
Malcolm Fuller, Hugh Griffith,MN Wasif & John
Willliamson.
Coulsdon, UK : Jane's, 2017-.
[40], 965 pages. : some color illustrations ; 33cm
This new grouping of content draws together all
relevant entries from across the IHS Jane's databases to
deliver the most comprehensive and complete opensource overview of C4ISR equipment available
anywhere in the world. The move to this new structure
is part of a wider project to reorganise all of the IHS
Jane's reference material in to more consistent and
logical offerings that simplify navigation , as well as
enabling users to view equipment by type (Platform,
Weapon or System) or by domain (Air, Land, Sea or
Joint), depending on requirements.
► IHS Jane's land warfare platform : artillery & air
defence 2017-2018 / Christopher F. Foss and James
C O'Halloran.
Coulsdon : IHS Jane's, IHS Global, 2017.
[28], 1003 pages : illustrations (some color) ; 33 cm.
This is the second edition of IHS Jane's Land Warfare
Platforms : Artillery and Air Defence which brings
together the artillery elements of Jane's Armour and
Artillery and the weapons element covering guns and
missiles of Jane's Land-Based Air Defence.

► IHS Jane's land warfare platforms : armoured
fighting vehicles 2018-2019 / Samuel Cranny-Evans,
Jon Hawkes, Sunil Nair and Oscar Widlund.
Coulsdon : IHS Jane's, IHS Global, 2018[16], 1271 p. : illustrations (some color) ; 33 cm.
This is the fourth edition of IHS Jane's Armoured
Fighting Vehicles with all of the artillery elements now
moving to the new and expanded IHS Jane's Artillery
and Air Defence. This is a logical move as in many
countries the field artillery and air defence elements are
now under one combat arm to provide a complete fire
support and air-defence capability for the land
component. In some countries these may come under
the air force as they also operate the fighters and
essential command and control systems that are
required to operate an effective air defence system.
► IHS Jane's weapons : ammunition 2018-2019 /
Anthony G Williams and Jayesh Dhingra.
Coulsdon, UK : Jane's Information Group Ltd., 2018
[20] , 1174 pages : color illustrations ; 33 cm
Cost saving, consolidation and co-operation were the
three key trends in the ammunition industry in 2018.
All of these are, in different ways, concerned with
saving money. This is of particular important due to the
continuing pressure on defence budgets despite in the
fact that there is no clear end to the demands being
made of the military. Despite the budget pressure, there
is still considerable interest in more, costly types of
ammunition, guided mortar and artillery rounds,
because of the substantial benefits.
►
IHS Jane's weapons : naval 2017-2018 /
Commander David Ewing RN and Commander
Malcolm Fuller RN.
Coulsdon, UK : Jane's Information Group Ltd , 017[16] , 679 pages : color illustrations ; 33 cm
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►
IHS Jane's weapons : strategic 2017-2018 /
James C O'Halloran.
Coulsdon, UK : Jane's Information Group Ltd , 2017[16] , 301 pages : color illustrations ; 33 cm

Books listed here are available in one or more of the
following libraries:

MINDEF Library & Info Centre

SHHB-IDSS Library

Defence Academy Library

Training Institute RBAF Library

Intelligence Training Wing
Please refer to the library online catalogue (OPAC) for
book location
URL: http://www.mindef.gov.bn/library
Tel: +673 2385588
e-mail: library@mindef.gov.bn
MINDEF Library & Info Centre
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